
  00:27:49 James [Jamie] Rose: Wu Jie
  00:31:36 Gregg Li: Robert has some excellent video which explains his 

communication idea.  You can google them.
  00:39:39 James [Jamie] Rose: Thanks Gregg!
  00:46:56 Shogun: thank you for that!
  00:47:27 James [Jamie] Rose: Chen: (this is from a google/wike search) 

"Jie Wu is a Chinese computer scientist. He is the Associate Vice Provost for 
International Affairs and Director for Center for Networked Computing at Temple 
University. He also serves as the Laura H. Carnell professor in the Department of 
Computer and Information Sciences. Wikipedia"

  00:48:00 James [Jamie] Rose: wiki
  00:49:13 James [Jamie] Rose: But I recall him based solely in China ( I 

hope I did a correct google search ; apologies)
  00:55:55 Gary Smith: On Wikipedia, it has a statement that says 

"information is data in context and with meaning attached".  In this context I might
be able to make the choice that information is a choice,

  00:57:10 Chengdong Liao: Ok I heard from a gentle man that Wu Jie is a 
scholar in information philosophy. If I will ever meet him I will let you know 
James. 

  00:58:41 James [Jamie] Rose: I would recommend a "social respect" 
re-wording of the graphics/model to remove "husband~wife" as "dominance relation" in
the.  That is disrespectful in current social communication/relations. 

  01:06:02 Chris Smerald: I really like what mark is saying about 
misunderstanding of conversations that is a key area of my current interest. the 
biggest part solution is awareness of the reasons for the problem and a willingness 
to try to span the gulf and see the world through (in part) of the other's point of 
view. 

  01:07:06 James [Jamie] Rose: Nice points, Olaf ... "is there a simplest 
model?" and "overlapping frames of reference".

  01:07:48 Olaf Brugman: Conversations in holons in holons in hopons, all (is
there an “all”, may be there is an infinite set of holons) overlapping somehow (or 
not)… gives lots of possible states - complexity

  01:11:11 James [Jamie] Rose: The challenge in 'simultaneous modling' is 
to identify when there are chanes in frames of reference (alernative values 
prioritizing) .. and to identify for an audience/readership .. where the 
discussionis based.  Systems analysis writings miss making that part of the 
conversations.

  01:11:18 James [Jamie] Rose: changes
  01:12:06 debhammond: I appreciate Jamie’s comment about the husband wife 

example of a dominance relation. I thought perhaps this might be leading into a 
discussion of an alternative, more collaborative decision making model. Sadly, 
historically, the husband wife relationship has often functioned as a dominance 
system.

  01:12:17 James [Jamie] Rose: Heiner Benking writes about is as "house of 
eyes" .. and navigating the plural concepts landscapes.

  01:12:21 Olaf Brugman: ?
  01:12:27 James [Jamie] Rose: about it as
  01:13:44 James [Jamie] Rose: Deb, That is a major change needed in 

current cultures .. and LAWS
  01:14:23 debhammond: Yes, I agree



  01:14:26 Dennis's iPad: debora perhaps your pointisrelevantto our colleagues
discussion of racialism being different for individuals and society. I couldgove 
many examples frommyown experience.

  01:15:31 debhammond: Dennis, I would be interested in hearing more about 
that.

  01:17:13 James [Jamie] Rose: Dennis .. funny/sad/true .. John Friend (?) 
.. sayhing teh "systems modeling is Imperialist thinking"  :-)  !!!  

  01:19:40 Fabiana Crespo: yes Will, the only way of taking a free decision. 
from inside out.

  01:23:47 Gary Smith: Ok. I'd best go, I need to do some stuff at home. 
take care everyone. Nice to see you.

  01:24:00 michael mokiy: there is the methodological principle of unicentrism
(http://www.td-science.ru/index.php/conception). 
According to this principle: 
The world is unified. In this aspect, it is unique and consists of elements - 
fragments (fragment is a conditionally selected area of someone or something). In a 
unified World, all fundamentally possible worlds, phenomena, processes and objects 
can only be its natural fragments. A fragment does not have independent significance
outside of the world, just as one puzzle or fragment of a broken cup does not make 
sense.
But then,

 • For the world to remain united, it must initially be One Orderly Medium.  
This implies the following statement:

 • The unity of the orderly medium is achieved by a unified form of 
organization, i.e. by the unity of the order of both the medium itself and all its 
elements-fragments, as well as their correlation.  

  01:24:01 Allenna Leonard: Bye Gary.
  01:25:44 James [Jamie] Rose: Anthony .. very important idea -- caste 

system.  Ther is an excellent mew 2020 book describing USA culture-society as a 
deeply entrenched suibliminal "caste system"  ..!!!

  01:25:49 James [Jamie] Rose: new
  01:26:53 James [Jamie] Rose: Isabel Wilkerson  "Caste".  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2a
hUKEwjYw_rco9LrAhVxJzQIHSugBJoQFjAAegQIFBAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020
%2F07%2F31%2Fbooks%2Freview-caste-isabel-wilkerson-origins-of-our-discontents.html&u
sg=AOvVaw3iqNuC1O3iJbCyAGklGV1_

  01:27:46 James [Jamie] Rose: Another url link:    
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/31/books/review-caste-isabel-wilkerson-origins-of-ou
r-discontents.html

  01:29:28 Marc Pierson: I think that Ashby’s homeostats are harmonic 
enhancers.
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  01:30:03 Allenna Leonard: Yes, homeostasis are about achieving 
balance.

  01:30:36 Olaf Brugman: I agree, but harmony to one eye might be something 
else to another eye: would a prisoner see his prison as a harmonious cybernetic 
systems?



  01:31:04 Marc Pierson: I think that Robert’s use of the word/concept 
harmonics is richer for me than balance. We can say that they are equivalent, but...

  01:31:12 James [Jamie] Rose: ouch, Robert. with respect ... "harmonics" 
does not lead to "harmony" .. Harmonics is wave-interference .. until both are 
neutralized (aka .. erased)  OR compounded re-inforcement where the intensities are 
amplified.

  01:32:13 Marc Pierson: People can harmonize in language and meta languages.
We are only harmonizing never actually harmonic (or only transiently).

  01:33:16 James [Jamie] Rose: The hidden important factor in Ashby  .. is 
"system health" is IMPROVED with "variety" (understood as .. increased complexity) 

  01:33:36 James [Jamie] Rose: THat is mainly biological-ecological 
assessment

  01:36:51 Olaf Brugman: I need to drop off. Thank you Robert for your great 
presentation. Have a great weekend all.

  01:37:13 James [Jamie] Rose: Bye Olaf
  01:37:55 debhammond: Thanks to Robert and George. I will need to leave 

soon.
  01:38:06 debhammond: Thanks Dennis
  01:41:20 Dennis's iPad: communication with me is best done by e-mail unless 

you cam meet me in a pub? dennisfinlayson56@yahoo.com
  01:41:51 James [Jamie] Rose: will meet you for a pint at Noon.  :-))))
  01:45:15 James [Jamie] Rose: Thank you Robert & All.  see you next 

weekend.  By the by, I want to thank several of you for commenting this past week on
my SSIW list post.  I am composing a subject-string reply email responding to each 
of you. 

  01:46:23 Dennis's iPad: two simple models for beginning to overcome 
misunderstandings. one is organisational diagrammed which I have used n Colombia for
example and another is part of johnfriends work and was used in South Africa.

  01:46:28 Marc Pierson: Bohmian dialogue if well played, solves many 
intractable problems with communication that precedes decision making.

  01:47:28 Rob Young: Thank you Robert, and all. I have to head off too. 
Another thought provoking Saturday session. Enjoy the rest of the weekend.

  01:54:03 Fabiana Crespo: that is my challenge, Will
  😂01:54:03 Fabiana Crespo:
  01:54:36 Rus Aurelian: reflective silence
  01:57:27 Marc Pierson: It is interesting when a person’s identity becomes 

what was previously meta and now they see their prior point of being as interior to 
their now new meta ish self.

  01:57:34 Marc Pierson: Of course this shift can create communication 
challenges.

  01:58:19 Pille Bunnell: I’ve been using “coherence” rather than “harmony” 
but what harmony allows is harmonics, the overtones and the dissonances

  01:59:21 Pille Bunnell: thank you all, I have to leave now!
  01:59:40 Allenna Leonard: Coherence is important and allows for 

testing distinctions.
  01:59:53 Dennis's iPad: the method used in SA is called the nominal group 

technique.
  01:59:53 Marc Pierson: Robert, a teleological approach!
  02:00:33 Marc Pierson: I don’t think of the earth as a person, with 



purpose. It is bigger than purpose?
  02:01:04 Marc Pierson: Human purpose may be the disease of the earth.
  02:03:17 Fabiana Crespo: the colour of the skin is only the packaging... the 

real product is inside, and is bright but has no colour
  02:03:23 Fabiana Crespo: is only marketing
  😉02:03:31 Fabiana Crespo:
  02:03:58 Allenna Leonard: Teleology implies conscious purpose but 

teleonomy only implies programming in a certain direction and I think earth can be 
regarded in that framework.

  02:05:12 Fabiana Crespo: and further
  02:05:56 Rus Aurelian: Terry mute your mike
  02:06:00 Rus Aurelian: mic*
  02:06:13 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: emotion(Energy) 

feeds -> Value(matter Rules)
  02:07:57 Fabiana Crespo: because we identify with the body and not with the 

soul
  02:09:57 Allenna Leonard: That is a very good book that uncovers a 

neurological process most people don’t know about.
  02:15:06 michael mokiy: Thank you, Robert and the others. But it's already 

19.00 in Moscow. I have to go
  02:19:53 Fabiana Crespo: and further, Will
  02:21:49 Fabiana Crespo: Mark, what is imposible? the only limit is our own 

mind.
  02:28:46 Rus Aurelian: if the cost of change is less then the cost of 

staying the same, people will "buy"
  02:31:46 Allenna Leonard: Thank you Robert and everyone. I need to go 

now.
  02:35:52 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: Env: communication 

deivce
  02:37:08 Marc Pierson: I think that people without emotion (stroke or 

lesion destroying that function) are unable to take action.
  02:37:23 Marc Pierson: E “motion”
  02:37:24 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: Good point!
  02:39:37 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: provide more options

for decision makers to divert their emotional single option?
  02:45:07 Marc Pierson: Tony what is the name of the boo, and the author? 

“For the Common Good? Chrislip and O’Malley?
  02:58:49 Marc Pierson: I too need to move to other activities. Thanks for 

the conversations.


